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Toshiba’s hybrid technology combines conventional 
printing with erasable printing which allows you to 
reuse paper over and over again. One single device 
which easily connects, integrates and simplifies your 
workflows — and also helps to save valuable resources.

At Toshiba, we are dedicated to serving our customers 
and committed to the future of our planet on our 
promise of Together Information.

Monochrome printing has never been this green.

THE WORLD’S FIRST MONOCHROME MFP 
WITH ERASABLE PRINT FUNCTION
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ECOLOGY 
ECONOMY
EFFICIENCY

PRINTING HAS NEVER 
BEEN THIS GREEN
The idea of a paperless office has been around for years and we all know that 
businesses could make substantial savings by reducing paper consumption.  
However, no matter how hard we try, paper is still an essential part of our 
processes and businesses still require documents to be printed.

Toshiba now has a great solution for companies which want to be ecological and 
still be economical and efficient. Our unique hybrid printing technology offers 
everything you would expect and more - an innovative multifunction print device 
(MFP) which now even allows you to reuse your standard office paper.

Toshiba’s Hybrid MFP prints in regular black as well as in erasable blue. Our 
erasable blue toner allows you to reuse the paper you have printed on, so that you 
can use less paper, without having to print less. Reducing paper usage will save 
natural resources, reducing your company’s footprint and also help you save 
money.

Businesses that are trying to emphasise their green credentials can benefit from 
our Hybrid MFP - helping to improve their reputation as an environmentally aware 
organisation.
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UNIQUE TECHNOLOGY TO 
ENHANCE YOUR BUSINESS
Our Hybrid MFP offers all the features you need to be productive and efficient. But there’s more: we have added a unique erasable 
print function, which has a positive impact on the environment. 

Connect
Having access to your documents when you need it is getting more and more important. We have made sure you get what you want, 
whenever you want and wherever you want; through multi-device, cloud and mobile printing.

Integrate
With our latest e-BRIDGE technology, the Hybrid MFP easily integrates into your existing IT infrastructure, plus; with its open platform 
architecture customised workflows can be created to simplify complex scanning, archiving or other document management tasks.

Simplify
Our technology is easy to use - the large tablet-like screen has an embedded web browser and is customisable to your needs. It 
enables direct access to all functions and increases user efficiency.

Reuse
The e-STUDIO5008lp series comes with a unique feature: paper can be reused thanks to the erasable blue toner. The erasing can be 
done either via the Hybrid MFP or the optional paper reusing device, the e-STUDIO rd301.

Toshiba’s Hybrid MFP - all the features you need in one unique system.
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HOW DOES IT WORK?

Erasable Toner
The Hybrid MFP itself is capable of erasing the toner. Simply place the used 
paper into the designated paper cassette and start the process. The blue toner 
will be erased and you can then place the erased sheets back into the cassette of 
the MFP to print on it again.

Alternatively, you can use the optional e-STUDIO rd301 - an erasing unit with 
advanced features. Not only does it erase, it also sorts the paper into reusable 
and non-reusable paper.

Additionally, it can also digitise the documents for electronic archiving before 
erasing the toner for full integration into your digital workflow.

Workflow
1    Temporary documents are printed with erasable blue toner.
2    With Pilot FriXion pens, you can write on temporary documents.
3    The blue toner can be erased - either by the Hybrid MFP or via the 

optional paper reusing device.
4    The erased sheets can be reused.
5    Permanent documents are printed in black, so that they can be archived. 
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Often we print documents which are only needed for temporary use, e.g. to 
proof-read a document or as a reminder to do something. For these temporary 
documents, Toshiba’s hybrid systems - the e-STUDIO5008lp series - gives you 
the option to select the erasable blue toner, so that when you don’t need your 
document anymore, you don’t have to throw the paper away - you can delete 
whatever was printed on it, and then reuse the sheet. 

You can also set up rule-based printing to define multiple rules for the printer 
driver to automatically select the blue toner, e.g. for all emails and notes, as 
these type of documents tend to be used temporarily.

PERFECT FOR TEMPORARY 
DOCUMENTS

“ 45% of the paper printed 
in offices ends up trashed 
by the end of the day – 
this daily lifespan occurs 
for over a trillion sheets 
of paper per year, 
worldwide.”
Source: The Paperless Project -  
www.thepaperlessproject.com/facts-about-
paper-the-impact-of-consumption/

Write, Delete, Repeat as many times as you like…

Make notes on your temporary printed documents with Pilot’s FriXion pens - these allow you to cleanly write, delete (FriXion It) and 
rewrite - all with the same pen. Simply rub out your mistakes with the eraser stud and watch the ink disappear as if by magic! 

The unique gel ink responds to the heat generated by the rubbing out, and lets you write over your mistake immediately with the 
same pen.
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BUSINESS AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL SENSE

“ Recycling 1 ton of 
paper saves around 
682.5 gallons of oil, 
26,500 litres of water 
and 17 trees.”
Source: The World Counts -  
www.theworldcounts.com/stories/
Paper-Waste-Facts

Assuming that you use a sheet of paper five times (i.e. reuse it four times) and you 
print 4,000 erasable pages per month, you can save 80% paper. This means that 
after five years you will have saved almost 200,000 sheets of paper. In other 
words: The same amount of paper which you would usually use in one year will 
now last five years.

•   The world’s first monochrome multifunction systems with erasable 
print function.

•   Thanks to the unique hybrid printing technology, one single device 
prints regular, as well as reusable prints, which saves paper. 

•   Equipped with innovative features required for document 
workflows. 

•   Save costs for paper (purchase, storage, distribution and disposal).

•   Reduce the carbon emission and water consumption which is 
generated during paper production.

•   Designed for businesses who want to combine ecology, economy 
and efficiency. 
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Together Information is Toshiba’s vision for how people and organisations 
create, record, share, manage and display ideas and data.

It is based on our belief that the most successful organisations are those 
that communicate information in the most efficient way.

We make that possible through an integrated portfolio of 
industry-specific solutions, all of which reflect Toshiba’s commitment to 
the future of the planet. 

www.toshibatec.co.uk


